
How to use insightful 
talent and labour data to 
secure local work based 

opportunities for all

Imagine having access to real-time 
talent data that truly informs 

employability opportunities for your 
community? Our approach bridges 
those missing links, to help identify, 

match and promote the unique talent 
in your communities and schools to 
attract and engage those seeking to 

recruit from more diverse talent pools

If you would like to listen to a brief 

introduction to Naturally Talented me please 

view our video:

Introduction to NTM for new customers and 

users – video

https://youtu.be/gSURh-B_fJo


Challenges and opportunities facing the UK labour market in 2021 –

Key Messages from Edge’s Skills Shortages Bulletin

1. Covid is a common theme – supply and demand

2. Employer Skills Survey
I. the survey has shown a consistent fall in recruitment, accompanied by growing skills deficiencies in 

middle- and high-skilled roles and poor investment in skills development.

3. Open University’s Business Barometer
I. Their latest survey, which took place in summer 2020, well into the pandemic, confirms that skills 

shortages are a prolonged issue. But it also highlights that the problem is growing.

4. Broader and more transferable skills

5. The Green Economy
I. Research from the Local Government Association found 185,000 people employed in the renewable 

energy and low carbon economy in 2018. Projections suggest this could climb as high as 694,000 by 

2030.

6. Apprenticeships and work-based learning vital to recovery in 2021

Let’s look at an example of current Landscape and Challenges:

https://www.fenews.co.uk/my-page/3375-local-government-association-lga


✓ New Government schemes – kickstart, Restart…..

✓ Increased training for all – Traineeships, Apprenticeships……

✓ Wider career discussions 

✓ Developing wider engagement programmes

So how do we make sure we are delivering the 

funding and development opportunities to the 

Right People for the Right Reasons with the Right 

Outcomes to resolve the Challenges?

So what is happening to address these challenges:



Vacancies by sector; 

contraction and recovery 

or growth since May 

2020. Source: Office For 

National Statistics –

Labour Force Survey

We have a whole range of 

data & stats on the Labour 

Market landscape but how 

does this enable us to 

support those who struggle 

to find opportunities and 

engage employers to work 

with local communities to 

resolve their challenges?



The missing link?
Real people data that focuses on their qualities, 

abilities, attributes, potential and most of all Talent.

Delivering a fully engaging visual demonstration of 

a successful role match because of their Natural 

Talent & Potential – the foundational skills required 

to be a productive and best fit employee that will be 

open to development 



Attract Employers by demonstrating career potential landscape –

supporting work based opportunities for all – keeping talent local



Develop Localised 

services to support 

work life balance and 

develop social 

programmes to bring 

communities together

Engage Your 

Employer/Opportunity 

landscape through a 

community view of the range 

of Talent available and how 

they can be applied to 

support a range of Labour 

needs – mix & match



Let’s look at the Bigger Picture and what it means to 
everyone:

From the individual creating their SeeMe Portfolio - to 
the community understanding their Talent Landscape 
and the wider Regional opportunities it will deliver to 

support Employers looking for more diverse Talent 
Pools!



Candidates Mind Set:

I would never have 
considered that Job 

before!

I would never have 
thought I could do 

that Job!

I didn’t think I was 
suitable or had the 

ability! 

I have no idea what 
that job is so why 

would I apply for it!

My CV doesn’t match 
that Job Description 
so I would never be 

found or considered!

Too many negative 
experiences so what is 

the point in trying!



What does NTM provide the individual:

➢ Removes Labels and provides a clear and transparent view of Talent and Potential

➢ A visual, 3-dimensional See-Me portfolio – stand out from the crowd!

➢ Use of a Lifelong support platform continually engaging you in the world of work

➢ Provide you with a unique way to present your abilities and potential – Showcase!

➢ Increase your chances of finding new career pathways not previously considered

➢ Give you a visual portfolio to attract employers who would not have found YOU before

➢ Give you a printable Talent cloud to support you in daily positive affirmations

➢ Be continually auto-matched to a range of opportunities – More Options

➢ Your profile will open up wider conversations revealing attitudes and behaviours that are sometimes hidden 

or unknown and gives everyone a greater understanding that there are so many avenues available when you 

focus on the positives everyone possesses – TALENT!



Example of a SeeMe Profile - Demonstrating the Real 
Personality, attitudes, Behaviours & Potential: You can See Me in a 

complete Portfolio that 
showcases my Talents, 

abilities and behaviours 
which enables employers to 
See my true potential – up 

close, personal and real



Example of a SeeMe Profile - Demonstrating the Real Personality, attitudes, Behaviours & 
Potential:

Look at the Generic 
Roles I have been 

matched to because of 
my Talents

This gives me new 
opportunities to a 

whole new range of 
career options



What does this deliver for the Community:

Schools/Colleges

➢ Have a clear view of their Talent Landscape and how they can support individuals in wider career discussions

➢ Meets the Gatsby Benchmarks, CDI Framework, Ofsted and Baker Clause providing a whole school person centric 

approach to careers engagements.

➢ Alignment to a wider choice of opportunities bringing employers closer to the talent pool to increase local 

opportunities

➢ Greater understanding of the localised Labour data and how they can align 

• Increase the Apprenticeship uptakes, finding new candidates

• Increase the overall college intake with candidates more aligned to work based opportunities

Intervention Organisations

➢ Have a greater opportunity to promote their talented cohorts through visual demonstration of the potential in their 

talent pool.



What does this deliver for the Employers:

• Development of an ongoing Talent Pool

• Consistent re-use of Talent Pool for new projects or other roles

• Increased return on investment and reduced recruitment costs and time

• Increases best fit first time

• Using internally will provide a better view of diversity mix and talent shortfall

• Ability to develop employee incentives using hobbies data

• Focused training and development both internally and via intakes

• Better data to inform external campaigns and how to find them



What does this deliver for the Region:

• Deliver an employability programme across the whole region

• Provide everyone with a platform to showcase potential and find new work based opportunities

• Develop a region wide view of Talents in order to proactively reach out to engagement partners 

such as employers to keep work within the region

• Visibility of the Borough’s make up covering: diversity, disability, ethnicity, talent mix, job 

feasibility map and hobbies mix.

• Understanding of key inhibitors to work based opportunities for individuals

• Upskilling local workforce – increasing qualifications

• The Return on Investment for Social Impact



NTM Data Driven Talent & Employability Ecosystem 

CONCLUSION:

• A platform that delivers positive outcomes for everyone
• A consistent Talent perspective across communities and regions to ensure work based 

outcomes for all through accurate alignment to needs and challenges
• A lifelong support platform that consistently delivers talent opportunities no matter 

the challenge
• A clear and precise mapping between the LMI, the standards and Guidelines and how 

we support everyone in finding work based outcomes
• A consistent view of how we align new opportunities such as government 

programmes and development projects in order to meet the market demands for 
skills ensuring best fit for greater ROI



Any Questions or 
have we stunned you 
all into silence? ;-)



Start you journey into a whole new world of Employability Opportunities

Change the way that your talents and potential open up a whole new world of careers

www.NaturallyTalentedMe.com
Register and then Login

User Guide and How To Videos below

Naturally Talented Me – Registering for a new account

Naturally Talented Me – How to create a stand-out SeeMe profile

Contact Details – info@naturallytalentedme.com

Telephone:  01342 545054

https://www.naturallytalentedme.com/NTM_user_guide.pdf
https://youtu.be/7j592_RIB1w
https://youtu.be/4CSAx1iuSBg
mailto:info@naturallytalentedme.com

